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SPECIFIC AIMS

Smokers with psychiatric symptoms and conditions (SWPS) struggle to quit and account for a mounting proportion of the U.S. tobacco-related disease burden each year. This population has high relapse rates, even when receiving front-line treatments and specialized interventions (e.g., mood management cessation counseling). The multitude of different types of psychiatric symptoms that co-occur with smoking further compounds this problem and many SWPS experience symptoms of 2+ conditions (e.g., depression + PTSD).

To address this complex problem, we have departed from the traditional approach of segmenting the population of SWPS by syndrome. Instead, we have investigated cross-cutting (transdiagnostic) psychiatric vulnerabilities implicated in the etiology of numerous psychopathologies as determinants of relapse risk in the diagnostically-heterogeneous population of SWPS. Anhedonia—diminished happiness, interest, and pleasure from normally-enjoyable experiences—is one such vulnerability that is fairly common (i.e., estimated 43% of smokers experience significant anhedonia at some point in their lifetime) may underlie the comorbidity of smoking with numerous psychiatric syndromes. In the prior funding period, we executed laboratory-based research of mechanisms underlying relapse in anhedonic smokers to inform targets for treatment. We found that anhedonia-related deficits in reward processing that are believed to stem from hypodopaminergic striatal pathophysiology are: (1) temporarily offset by nicotine, and (2) unmasked and exacerbated in withdrawal, causing profound deficiencies in positive mood, increases in urge to smoke for pleasure, and heightened propensity to relapse to remediate these deficits. This continuation application leverages and translates our laboratory results into the treatment development arena to improve upon the standard of care for SWPS.

Bupropion is an anti-depressant that increases striatal dopamine transmission, improves reward processing and is widely available at a modest cost. The standard 300 mg/day dose of bupropion has demonstrated clear efficacy for smoking cessation in various populations. Outside of the smoking literature, high dose bupropion (400-450 mg/day) exhibits superior efficacy relative to the 300 mg/day dose for treating psychiatric disorders, reducing weight and body fat, and alleviating anhedonia, without meaningfully increasing side effects. Thus, high dose bupropion may be particularly effective at promoting smoking cessation in anhedonic smokers, improving anhedonia-related mental health, and preventing post-quit weight gain. To the best of our knowledge, 300 mg/day is the highest bupropion dose tested for smoking cessation in any population to date.

In this continuation proposal, we translate work in the prior period on mechanisms underlying relapse in anhedonic smokers to the development of a novel, disseminable, and putatively effective treatment for this high risk population. We propose a clinical trial in which anhedonic smokers are provided standard cessation counseling and randomized to either: the standard 300 mg/day dose of bupropion (BUP-300; N=150) or a high 450 mg/day dose (BUP-450; N=150). In addition to treatment effects on 7-day point prevalence smoking abstinence (PPA) outcomes, we will: i) examine if improvement in reward processing is a mechanism of action for BUP-450’s efficacy with innovative laboratory-based computer task and subjective indices of reward processing, ii) assess moderators of treatment efficacy, iii) investigate treatment effects on secondary mental health and body weight and adiposity outcomes; and iv) utilize the extended release (XL) formulation that requires dosing only once per day, which has yet to be tested for cessation and may increase adherence.

Primary Aims
1. To test the efficacy of high dose bupropion for smoking cessation in anhedonic smokers. Hyp 1. PPA rates across the 6-month post-quit follow-up period will be higher in BUP-450 vs. BUP-300.
2. To test whether treatment-related enhancement of reward processing is a mechanism of action of high dose bupropion. Hyp 2. The effects of BUP-450 vs. BUP-300 cessation outcomes will be mediated by reward processing, such that dose will predict greater improvements in reward processing, which will in turn be associated with greater odds of abstinence.

Secondary Aims
3. To test the effects of high dose bupropion on secondary outcomes of: (a) anhedonia and related psychopathology (i.e., depressive, social anxiety, ADHD, PTSD symptoms), and (b) change in body weight and percent body fat composition.
4. To examine if baseline anhedonia level and related psychopathology (depressive, social anxiety, ADHD, PTSD symptoms) moderate the efficacy of high dose bupropion on cessation outcome.

If successful, this research may identify a novel, highly-disseminable, cost-effective, and efficacious cessation treatment for an at-risk population, with wide-spanning implications toward offsetting three of the nation’s top causes of morbidity and mortality—smoking, mental illness, and health problems due to excessive weight.
A. SIGNIFICANCE

A.1 Importance of Increasing Cessation Treatment Outcomes for Smokers Psychiatric Symptoms

While the overall population-level rate of smoking has significantly declined in recent years, smoking among those with psychiatric symptoms and conditions has remained stable, with SWPS accounting for a mounting proportion of the U.S. tobacco-related disease burden each year. A key source of the tobacco-related health disparities facing SWPS is their disproportionately low quit rates. Hence, improving smoking cessation among SPWS is vital for reducing tobacco-related disparities and counteracting the public health burden of smoking.

A.2 Current Status of Cessation Treatment Development Research for SWPS

The predominant approach in smoking cessation research for SWPS has been to segment smokers based on psychiatric syndrome and test treatments in diagnostically-homogenous samples (e.g., smokers with DSM-IV PTSD, major depressive disorder, elevated score on a symptom composite index). With this approach, advancement of clinical science and care for SWPS has been modest. In some cases, smokers with a particular syndrome have failed to respond to an active (vs. inactive) treatment or have responded more poorly than those without psychiatric problem. In one circumstance, a specialized intervention for smokers with a specific comorbid syndrome produced poorer mood than standard counseling (e.g., CBT for depression-integrated cessation counseling for depressed smokers). Often the best case scenario is that a treatment is efficacious amongst smokers with a psychiatric syndrome (e.g., bupropion, varenicline, nicotine replacement, nortriptyline), yet, it fails to offset the disparity in quit success by psychiatric status. That is, despite a medication successfully improving outcomes relative to placebo amongst those with a psychiatric syndrome, quit rates after active treatments are still lower in those with (vs. without) a psychiatric syndrome.

A.3 Why the Impact of Syndrome-Based Approaches to Cessation Research in SWPS Has Been Modest

We believe that the following key clinical and scientific barriers to the standard approach of grouping smokers by syndrome or diagnosis has obstructed progress toward developing more effective treatments for SWPS.

**Syndrome approaches fail to address the substantive heterogeneity within individual disorders.** Many disorders have multiple well-defined empirically-distinct symptom subtypes or factors (e.g., negative affect vs. somatic features in depression, re-experiencing vs. numbing in PTSD) with unique etiological correlates. Such heterogeneity suggests that there are multiple, distinct etiologic underpinnings of a single syndrome. Hence, individuals who share the same psychiatric diagnosis may have distinct symptoms, unique psychiatric influences on their smoking, and therefore benefit from different smoking intervention approaches.

**Syndrome approaches do not address the co- and multi-morbidity across multiple disorders.** The extensive comorbidity among psychiatric disorders have prompted proposals that different disorders may be 'alternate manifestations' of a common underlying etiology (e.g., internalizing dysfunction). Thus, people with different syndromes may have shared psychopathological influences on their smoking and may benefit from a common clinical strategy. This is a vital conclusion, given that the disproportionate relapse risk among SWPS is pervasive across numerous symptoms and syndromes, including depression, mania, generalized anxiety disorder, social phobia, ADHD, PTSD, borderline personality disorder, psychosis, alcohol and drug use disorder, and others. Further, many SPWS experience symptoms from 2, 3, or 4+ different disorders. Thus, segregating SWPS by diagnosis and applying disorder-specific interventions may not be maximally effective. The extensive resources required to test disorder-specific approaches, disseminate such information to the clinicians, and recommend that clinicians adopt disorder-specific treatment rules is less than ideal.

**Syndrome approaches equally weight all symptoms in defining those at risk, but certain symptoms have minimal etiologic effects on smoking.** Analyses at the individual symptom level has not effectively linked several disorder-specific symptoms to difficulty quitting (e.g., hypersomnia in major depression, inattention in ADHD). Thus, grouping smokers together based on diagnostic or syndrome-based scheme may inappropriately include a portion of low-risk SWPS without a psychiatrically-determined vulnerability to relapse.

A.4 Why A Transdiagnostic Framework to Addressing Cessation in SWPS Could Break New Ground

The NIMH Research Domain Criteria propose that transdiagnostic cross-cutting dimensions, traits, and neural circuits underpin and account for the presentation and co-occurrence of various disorders. Similarly, we have studied transdiagnostic “reactive” vulnerabilities for psychopathology—tendency toward maladaptive responses to emotional stimuli and states (e.g., distress intolerance, negative urgency, anxiety sensitivity) that serve to enhance or diminish the normative reaction to emotion stimuli. Such vulnerabilities result in an excess or defi-
cit, respectively, beyond typical emotional functioning, which in turn increase risk for a variety of psychiatric symptoms disorders.\textsuperscript{37} Specific symptomatic expression may be dependent more on external context than heritable disposition (e.g., amongst individuals with the same reactive vulnerability, one may develop social anxiety if ostracized during childhood whereas the other PTSD if exposed to physical abuse).

For SWPS, smoking may represent a manifestation of the maladaptive response to emotion states that characterizes underlying psychiatric vulnerability. People with such vulnerabilities may be hyper-motivated to respond to emotional excesses or deficits with smoking behavior to regulate affect, because they might otherwise not be able to regulate mood using healthy strategies. Consequently, smokers with reactive vulnerabilities may place great salience on the reinforcing value of smoking-induced affect modulation and find quitting particularly difficult. Given this premise, a small set of transdiagnostic vulnerabilities may explain the liability to smoking relapse common to various types of psychopathology (figure). The proposed research applies this framework to one such vulnerability.

A.5 Anhedonia: A Promising Transdiagnostic Source of Cessation Relapse Risk in SWPS

Definition. Resulting from diminished reward functioning, anhedonia clinically presents as deficient happiness and enjoyment as well as decreased pleasure from and interest in non-drug (natural) rewarding stimuli that are commonly rewarding.\textsuperscript{4} The diminished hedonic response to and interest in non-drug rewards is posited to be underpinned by attenuated mesolimbic activity and reduced sensitivity to the effects of non-drug rewarding stimuli on phasic mesolimbic dopamine release.\textsuperscript{38} Anhedonia is an endophenotype for psychopathology\textsuperscript{39} that is expressed in two ways. For some, anhedonia is a state that is acutely elevated in the context of an active psychiatric episode or in response to stress,\textsuperscript{40,41} becomes ‘dormant’ in between episodes, and regularly re-manifests during distress states. For others, anhedonia a trait-like dimension with modest fluctuation across time.\textsuperscript{42,43} Though often present in depression, anhedonia is only modestly associated with other depressive symptoms (\textit{ps .09–.58}).\textsuperscript{44} Anhedonia is common with 25% of the US population and 43% of smokers experiencing lifetime anhedonia.\textsuperscript{45,46} Anhedonia may give rise to patterns of behavioral and social withdrawal, low motivation for long-term goal attainment, disrupted social development, affective restriction and flattening, fatigue, and other processes that increase risk for various psychopathologies.\textsuperscript{4} As a characterizing feature and putative vulnerability for several syndromes (e.g., PTSD,\textsuperscript{47} ADHD,\textsuperscript{48} bipolar disorder,\textsuperscript{49} alcohol/drug use disorder,\textsuperscript{50} OCD,\textsuperscript{51} borderline personality,\textsuperscript{52} psychosis,\textsuperscript{53} social anxiety),\textsuperscript{54} anhedonia truly is transdiagnostic.

Evidence of anhedonia as a contributor to smoking persistence and relapse. Anhedonia is associated with several markers of tobacco addiction (e.g., craving,\textsuperscript{55} withdrawal,\textsuperscript{56} and dependence).\textsuperscript{45,57} Evidence from 7 studies in combined 2,083 smokers show that anhedonia predicts failure to reach abstinence, transitioning from lapse to relapse, shorter latency to (re)lapse, and lower PPA rates.\textsuperscript{45,56–60} These associations generalize across smokers receiving minimal treatment (e.g., self-help booklets)\textsuperscript{58,59} and intensive treatments (e.g., medication + counseling),\textsuperscript{45,56,57} are found using various anhedonia measures (e.g., trait,\textsuperscript{59} current state level,\textsuperscript{56} lifetime status,\textsuperscript{46}) and definition (e.g., diminished pleasure,\textsuperscript{57} interest,\textsuperscript{38} enjoyment\textsuperscript{66}), and are incremental to control for demographics, cig/day, nicotine dependence, and various symptoms and disorders (e.g., anxiety, substance use, major depressive, and bipolar disorder, recurrent depression, negative affect, sleep/appetite problems). Two studies have not found this association, one of which may have been underpowered (N=87).\textsuperscript{61} The other showed that individuals who scored above (vs. below) a cutoff for severe anhedonia at pre-quit had higher PPA rates at 8-week follow-up,\textsuperscript{62} though changes in a different anhedonia indicator predicted relapse in a separate paper.\textsuperscript{62} Though unclear whether the divergence of these two studies from others is systematic or due to error, the preponderance of evidence demonstrates that anhedonia is a robust risk factor for relapse.
A.6 Mechanisms linking Anhedonia and Smoking Relapse Risk

With the goal of identifying treatment targets, we proposed a model of intermediate mechanisms linking anhedonia and smoking relapse.4 The model purports that when anhedonic individuals start smoking, pre-existing deficits in their ability to process and respond to natural rewards are alleviated because of nicotine’s reward-enhancer that increases the reinforcing properties of (and phasic dopamine bursts in response to) non-drug rewards.63-65 The nicotine bolus from each cigarette allows anhedonic smokers to experience temporary moments of pleasure and interest towards natural reward. Yet, when anhedonic smokers quit, pre-existing deficits in reward processing become unmasked and exacerbated by withdrawal-induced hyperdopaminergia, producing profound deficits in pleasure experience that motivate relapse back to smoking to re-attain nicotine-induced reward processing enhancement. Upon lapse, anhedonic smokers may derive greater nicotine reward from the lapse experience, which may in turn promote transition from lapse to relapse.

Empirical support for this model has accumulated in laboratory research supported in this grant’s prior funding period (see C.1). Smokers with higher (vs. lower) anhedonia exhibit greater: (a) mood enhancement in response to natural rewards when given nicotine,56 (b) abstinence-induced deficits in pleasure, positive mood, processing of reward-related stimuli,67,68 and (c) abstinence-induced increases in urge to smoke for pleasure.8 The association of anhedonia with lapse behavior is mediated by deficient positive mood.9 Thus, quit success among anhedonic smokers could be improved by treatments that ameliorate hypodopaminergia, improve reward processing, enhance positive mood, diminish urge, and block nicotine reward derived from smoking.

A.7 Rationale for Choosing Bupropion to Treat Anhedonic Smokers

Bupropion targets the mechanisms underlying anhedonia’s influence on relapse. Bupropion has demonstrable effects on boosts in positive mood, pleasure, cognitive processing of reward-related stimuli, and attenuation of smoking urge and behavioral signs of anhedonia during nicotine withdrawal.14,67,68 These effects appear to be mediated by bupropion’s dopamine reuptake inhibition which enhances tonic and phasic striatal dopamine release.69 Bupropion is a nicotine acetylcholine receptor antagonist as well, and translational studies indicate bupropion’s ability to block the rewarding effects of nicotine in animals and in humans.69-71 Fatigue and amotivation, which co-occur with anhedonia, are improved by bupropion norepinephrine reuptake inhibition.72

Bupropion is highly disseminable and efficacious. Bupropion at 300mg/day (BUP-300) is efficacious, safe, and tolerable.72 As one of the most widely prescribed medications in the US,73 clinicians are often comfortable prescribing bupropion to a wide range of patients because it is available in a generic at a fairly low cost and has FDA approved indications for smoking, depression, and (in combination with naltrexone) obesity. Hence, new evidence supporting a novel application of bupropion would be readily adopted by the clinical community.

Specialized behavioral treatments have not been successful. We developed positive psychotherapy for smoking cessation—a novel intervention aimed to ameliorate pleasure by teaching skills to obtain pleasure through healthy means without resorting to smoking via several exercises (e.g., savoring pleasant experiences by being mindful and cultivating and prolonging the positive mood).14 A pilot RCT showed that while it outperformed standard treatment in the overall sample, positive psychotherapy for smoking cessation did not improve quit outcomes relative to standard cessation counseling amongst anhedonic smokers.14 Another treatment that promotes the identification of and engagement in pleasant activities—behavioral activation for smoking cessation—showed evidence of efficacy in a RCT, but did not affect anhedonia.75 We suspect that because anhedonia is stable and heritable neurobehavioral phenotype,76 pharmacological aids that correct underlying neurocircuitry may have a greater chance or producing a faster and more robust clinical response.

Other pharmacological treatments may be less favorable. While nicotine is an acute reward enhancer,77 pre-quit anhedonia predicts worse cessation outcomes in smokers treated with nicotine replacement (NRT).56 We presume that the slower speed of nicotine absorption of NRT (in comparison to cigarettes) may not produce a enough of a robust and sustained effect to entirely reverse anhedonia-related reward processing deficits, leaving remaining disparities in quit outcomes for anhedonic smokers. Bupropion treatment for 3+ weeks produces an anti-depressant effect that may treat the underlying deficiency.78 Varenicline is another option, although it may not impact anhedonia-related pathology.79 Further, despite recent evidence that varenicline does not produce significant psychiatric side effects,13 prior FDA black box contraindications for psychopathology may still leave some clinicians hesitant to prescribe varenicline for SWPS.

A.8 High Dose Bupropion is Yet to be Tested for Cessation and may be Highly Effective for Anhedonics

Bupropion’s standard dose is 300 mg/day, which clearly improves outcomes relative to PLA, but does not regularly outperform nicotine replacement and is generally less efficacious than varenicline.26 BUP-300 could be
insufficient for maximizing clinical effects because relative to nicotine and other dopamine agonists, the magnitude of agonist activity by bupropion is fairly modest. A higher dose of bupropion is available at 450 mg/day (BUP-450) that has demonstrated superior efficacy to BUP-300 for clinical conditions outside of smoking with a favorable side effect profile but has not been tested for smoking cessation. BUP-450 could improve quit outcomes relative to the standard dose by generating more robust dopamine reuptake inhibition and other neuropharmacological effects, which may in turn more strongly mitigate some underpinnings of relapse (e.g., reward processing, craving, nicotine reward). As anhedonic smokers’ dopaminergic circuitry is particularly hypoactive, they may especially benefit from more robust dopaminergic agonism, which could surpass thresholds of neurotransmission necessary offset these processes and improve quit success.

A.9 High Dose Bupropion May Effectively Address the Problem of Post-Quit Residual Psychopathology

Quitting improves mental health with sustained abstinence. Still, many smokers with anhedonia or other problems have pre-existing psychiatric symptoms that range from mild to severe, and benefit from psychiatric treatments even with quit success. Bupropion improves anhedonia and related psychopathologies, including depression, ADHD, social anxiety, and others. BUP-300 already improves some psychiatric symptoms during cessation. High dose BUP may produce more powerful effects, as 400-450 mg/day is often used successfully for psychiatric patients not responding to BUP-300 or other treatments and more powerfully reduces anhedonia than BUP-300. Hence, BUP-450 may have unique collateral benefits for improving mental health.

A.10 High Dose Bupropion May Effectively Address the Problem of Post-Quit Weight Gain in SWPS

Post-cession weight gain is common and predicts adverse cardiovascular and metabolic outcomes. Smokers with (vs. without) some psychiatric conditions have higher BMIs and high post-cession weight gain. Adjusting for various psychiatric symptoms, anhedonia has been shown to incrementally associate with poor weight loss treatment outcomes, metabolic diseases, and cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. A recent Cochrane review found that BUP-300 mitigates the magnitude of weight gain relative to PLA and varenicline, though effects were modest and not robust at long-term follow-up. Bupropion may facilitate weight loss by suppressing appetite, decreasing food reward and increasing metabolic rate via action on mesolimbic dopamine and hypothalamic melanocortin systems. One of the first large trials tested the dose dependency of BUP for weight loss and showed that 400 mg/day outperformed 300 mg/day. Doses >400mg BUP has since been the primary dose studied for weight loss, with results supporting the efficacy of BUP (vs. PLA) in various studies (2%–10% of initial body weight). Including trials in depressed patients, high dose bupropion recently garnered FDA approval for weight loss when combined with naltrexone. Because the efficacy of BUP is not dependent on a diet/behavioral weight loss intervention platform, BUP-450 could prevent weight gain the smoking cessation context without weight loss counseling. Thus, high dose bupropion may prevent post-cession weight gain better than other cessation treatments, particularly among the population of anhedonic smokers for which weight-related health consequences are of particular concern.

A.11 Summary of the Significance of the Proposed Study

The proposed RCT of BUP-450 vs. BUP-300 aims to identify a viable method of offsetting tobacco-related health disparities facing SWPS and two other leading causes of morbidity and mortality—mental illness and excessive weight. Results will be readily translatable to real-world clinics, given the modest cost of BUP-450 and the existing prescribing practices of high dose BUP for weight loss and psychopathology. If BUP-450 does not outperform BUP-300 in quit outcomes but improves weight gain and/or mental health without additional side effects, the trial would still provide invaluable evidence of a new cessation treatment that is equally efficacious to a front line treatment (i.e., BUP-300) but has superior metabolic and/or mental health benefits.

B. INNOVATION

Transdiagnostic approach to personalized medicine for SWPS. As the first pharmacotherapy trial targeting a transdiagnostic vulnerability and its mechanisms of relapse risk, this research may facilitate a paradigm shift in personalized medicine cessation treatment for SWPS. By transferring focus from psychiatric diagnoses to transdiagnostic processes, a template for future cessation research targeting other promising transdiagnostic factors could be enabled (e.g., impulsivity, affective lability, anxiety sensitivity, executive dysfunction). First ever test of high dose bupropion for cessation. No prior or ongoing smoking trial has tested high dose bupropion according to our search of the literature, NIH Reporter, and clinicaltrials.gov. Typically, after a new efficacious cessation treatment is identified (e.g., varenicline), considerable follow-up research ensues by nu-
numerous research groups to broaden the treatment’s reach and applications. Pending a positive result in this trial, a new wave of multiple research programs may arise to extend knowledge of BUP-450’s efficacy by studying who, when, and how it exerts its clinical effect (e.g., Is BUP-450 effective in general smoker populations, obese smokers, smokers with substance use disorder, in primary care? Do genes, sex, race, nicotine dependence, or other factors moderate of BUP-450 effects? Is BUP-450 enhanced in combination with varenicline, NRT, or specialized behavioral therapies? What are the neural mechanisms of BUP-450 effects on smoking?). Such a result could have a substantial scientific and clinical impact beyond this study.

**First cessation trial utilizing the XL Formulation.** To date, the standard sustained release (SR) formulation, which requires twice daily dosing, has been the only BUP formulation studied in smoking cessation. There is now an extended release (XL) formulation of BUP-450 that is FDA approved, requires once daily dosing, and can be purchased as a ‘generic’ at low-cost. Thus, treatment adherence with once daily XL BUP may be higher than the SR formulation. Once daily BUP XL formulations have shown comparable bioavailability to standard sustained release at twice per day\(^{81}\) and clinical efficacy in clinical trials of psychiatric treatments, providing a scientific premise for utilizing XL. \(^{15,104}\)

**Broadening the reach of mental health and weight loss treatment in cessation.** While many smokers are interested in cessation aids, most may not seek mental health treatment due to a failure to self-identify their own psychiatric symptoms and/or fear of stigma.\(^{105}\) Other SWPS may delay cessation because of concerns about losing smoking as a method of coping with psychiatric symptoms.\(^{106}\) Seeking weight loss treatment at the time of cessation is also rare because many smokers who ultimately gain weight post-cessation may not be concerned about their weight going into a quit attempt. Smokers concerned about post-quit weight gain may delay cessation or prioritize cessation over weight control. If BUP-450 improves secondary outcomes, we will have identified an innovative low-burden treatment that may: (a) broaden the reach of weight loss and mental health treatment to those who may otherwise not be treated; and (b) encourage quitting in smokers who may otherwise delay making a quit attempt due to post-quit weight gain or mental health concerns.

**Test of novel reward processing mechanisms of action.** Superimposed on this clinical trial, we will use state-of-the-science low-burden laboratory methods to measure processing of reward-associated stimuli and collect novel self-report data on reward-oriented behavior outside the lab (C.6). By doing so, we aim to identify a novel mechanism of action of bupropion and smoking relapse risk that is plausible based on corresponding preclinical and human laboratory data, but has yet to be determined in the context of a real-world quit attempt.

**Extended pre-quit run-in treatment regimen.** The standard bupropion regimen involving a one week pre-quit run-in prior to the quit date may be insufficient for maximizing clinical outcomes because: (1) bupropion and its dopaminergic agonist metabolite hydroxybupropion do not reach steady-state concentrations until 5–8 days of treatment;\(^{107}\) (2) more frequent smoking under bupropion-induced attenuation of nicotine reward may facilitate extinction of smoking behavior and improve bupropion’s efficacy;\(^{70}\) and (3) bupropion-induced attenuation of anhedonia and some of bupropion’s other antidepressant effects often take 3-4 weeks to emerge.\(^{81}\) The proposed trial will apply a novel 4-week extended pre-quit run-in treatment regimen that may be more sensitive to detecting bupropion’s efficacy than the standard 1-week run-in, as evidenced by a prior trial of BUP-300 demonstrating superior quit outcomes with a 4-week (vs. 1-week) pre-quit run-in.\(^{70}\)

**Cessation milestones.** PPA amalgamates several distinct milestones of the cessation process that may be underpinned by distinct mechanisms: (1) starting the quit attempt and establishing >24 abstinence vs. avoiding quitting altogether; (2) maintaining continuous abstinence vs. lapsing; and (3) amongst lapsers, recovering abstinence vs. relapse back to regular smoking patterns. In our prior work, BUP-300 improved establishment of abstinence, prevented lapse, but did not shorten time from lapse to relapse among lapsers.\(^{108}\) and post-quit anhedonia predicted worse outcomes for all three milestones.\(^{57}\) Supplemental analyses will test the effect of BUP-450 on milestones to elucidate how this novel treatment exerts its effects in anhedonic smokers (C.7).

**Measurement of body fat composition outcomes.** For the small subset of cessation trials that do report weight-related outcomes, body weight is the predominant index, which is an unreliable measure of adiposity due to regular fluctuations in water retention and muscle changes that may take place during cessation. In an innovative application of obesity research to smoking, we will use a bioimpedance monitor to accurately index body fat and muscle composition via electrical conductance in a non-invasive 2-min scan. As such, we anticipate greater sensitivity and clinical significance for detect for detecting a pro-metabolic effect of BUP-450.

### C. APPROACH

**C.1 Progress Report for R01-DA26831, Project Period: 8/15/09 – 11/30/13**
Background. The first period supported a laboratory study of how 16 hours of abstinence diminishes reward processing, which in turn promote reinstatement of smoking on a laboratory analogue measure of relapse. The goal was to examine whether this risk pathway was disproportionately prominent in anhedonic smokers.

Addressing aims. By the end of the period, we successfully achieved the originally stated aims of this project. Two-hundred eighty-five participants completed the entire 3-visit study protocol, which more than doubled our a priori accrual recruitment goal of 128. Results showed that smokers with higher anhedonia exhibited greater abstinence-induced deficits in the non-drug reward processing and lapse behavior on several outcomes.

Leventhal et al. (2012). *Psychopharm*, 222(2), 343-351. Anhedonia predicts deficient processing of cues signaling social reward in nicotine abstinent but not nicotine sated states. Nicotine was predicted to offset pre-existing anhedonia-related reward processing deficits that were expected to become expressed and exacerbated during abstinence. We tested examined whether anhedonia predicted diminished cognitive processing of stimuli signaling social reward (happy facial expressions) in nicotine deprived but not nondeprived states using a novel task we previously developed (and intend to use in the proposed trial; see C.6). Results supported the conclusion that among anhedonic smokers, disrupted reward was offset when nicotine sated, but expressed and exacerbated upon abstinence, suggesting that treatments that alleviate reward processing deficits exacerbated in upon quitting may promote cessation in anhedonic smokers.

Leventhal et al. (2014). *J. Abnorm. Psychol.*, 123(2), 375-386. The association of anhedonia with (re)lapse behavior is mediated by deficient positive mood state. In this analysis of the relapse analogue task, higher anhedonia predicted behavior indicative of greater propensity toward lapse (i.e., quicker smoking initiation; $\beta=-.10$, $p=.03$) and relapse (i.e., more cigarettes purchased when given the opportunity to smoke; $\beta=.13$, $p=.003$). These relations were robust to control for depressive symptoms, anxiety, cig/day, and nicotine dependence, partially mediated by low positive mood states, and amplified by abstinence among those who responded the abstinence manipulation, $\beta=.23$, $p=.004$. Consequently, we infer red that treatments which raise positive affect may buffer the vulnerability to relapse facing anhedonic smokers.

Guillot et al. Manuscript under review. We examined anhedonia as a predictor of the pleasantness of smoking-related stimuli presented via computer. Across both abstinence conditions anhedonia was associated with marginally greater positive affective reactivity to smoking-related stimuli ($\beta=.19$, $p=.06$). These associations were not moderated by abstinence. We concluded that anhedonia may enhance the salience to cues that signal smoking reward during pre- and post-quit and treatments that block the reward response to smoking (e.g., bupropion) may benefit anhedonic smokers and perhaps offset with vulnerability to relapse.

Leventhal et al. (2013). *Drug. Alcohol Depend.*, 133, 324-9. Anhedonia, but not other manifestations of psychiatric distress, predict greater abstinence-induced deficits in acute positive affective states. In this analysis, we aimed to determine whether certain symptomatic expressions of depressive disturbance were associated with unique affective patterns of tobacco withdrawal. We found that anhedonic depressive symptoms (e.g., diminished interest, lack of pleasure) predicted larger abstinence-induced decreases in acute positive affect only ($\beta$s .17-.20). Depressive distress symptoms (e.g., sadness, worthlessness) predicted greater abstinence-induced increases in acute negative affect only ($\beta$s .24-.25). This study provided further evidence that treatments that counteract deficient positive affect during the cessation process may particularly benefit anhedonic smokers and also supported the broader transdiagnostic framework of not amalgamating symptoms by syndrome when studying the determinants of smoking among SWPS.

Output beyond testing study aims. We also leveraged the data to examine whether tobacco withdrawal or smoking reward are altered as a function of psychopathologies and other transdiagnostic vulnerabilities (e.g., hostility, anxiety sensitivity, negative urgency, PTSD symptoms, ADHD symptoms; see publication report). The study and dataset was a highly effective means of facilitating trainee career development. The data from this project produced 18 papers that first-authored by trainees, a successful dissertation, benefited post-doc who authored 6 papers and now has a tenure track position. Furthermore, Dr. Pang (Co-I), who a post-doc dur-
Anhedonia as a contributor to smoking dependence and relapse. Dr. Leventhal found that rates of anhedonia were higher among psychiatric outpatients with current (n=352) vs. past (n=211) nicotine dependence (59.4% vs. 47.4%, p=.006), suggesting that anhedonia may contribute to difficulty quitting smoking in SWPS. In an analysis of psychopathologic dimensions as risk factors for relapse in a cessation trial (N=157), he found that pre-quit anhedonia predicted worse outcomes at 8, 16, and 26 week post-quit incrementally to somatic complaints, negative affect, interpersonal problems, nicotine dependence, cig/day, and history of MDD (p = .002). Dr. Leventhal also found that among non-treatment seeking smokers (N=212), anhedonia was correlated with number of past failed quit attempts (r=.28, p=.0007) and proportion of quit attempts that ended in rapid relapse <24hr (r=.20) controlling for negative affect. In a lab component of the aforementioned study, anhedonic (vs. non-anhedonic) smokers were more sensitive to the effects of nicotine deprivation the urge to smoke for pleasure (Anhedonia × Deprivation, p=.03), which is examined as a mediator in this trial (C.6). In the Wisconsin Smokers Health Study (WSHS) trial (N=1,504), Dr. Leventhal found that a single lifetime anhedonia item, which we plan to use in the proposed trial to classify anhedonic smokers, predicted greater odds of relapse at 8- and 26 weeks post quit PPA (OR=1.42, p=.004). Even in analyses controlling for depressed mood, MDD, recurrent MDD, dysthymia, anxiety disorder, substance use disorder, nicotine dependence, and sex, quit rates were lower in anhedonic (vs. non-anhedonic) smokers. An analysis of a daily diary anhedonia measure in the WSHS showed that anhedonia at various time points pre and post-quit predicted failure to ces-
Bupropion’s efficacy and mechanisms of action for smoking cessation. Dr. Leventhal contributed to analyses of WSHS data showing that BUP-300 promotes initiation of quitting, prevents lapse, and improves 8-week PPA. Dr. Strong served as the primary methodologist in the Zyban Collaborative Trial (ZCS; N=524), which showed that BUP-300 (vs. PLA), but not CBT for depression (vs. standard) cessation counseling, improved cessation outcomes in smokers with elevated depressive symptoms (OR = 1.97, p<.0001). In collaboration with Dr. Leventhal, he found that reductions in positive affect pre- and post-quit increased relapse risk in two trials, and that urge mediated BUP-300’s efficacy. In analyses of ZCS and other trials, Drs. Leventhal and Strong found that dopamine-related gene variants moderated BUP-300’s efficacy.

Obesity, psychopathology, pharmacotherapy, and smoking. Dr. Leventhal has shown that nicotine dependence buffers the association between MDD and obesity, suggesting that depressed individuals may turn to smoking to offset the effects of MDD on obesogenic behaviors. Dr. Strong has participated in several weight loss and obesity trials and has shown that obesity moderates the efficacy of NRT in women rendering NRT ineffective for obese female smokers. Dr. Pang has shown that female smokers have stronger motives to smoke for mood-regulation than male smokers. Dr. Ray has done extensive research documenting the efficacy and mechanisms of naltrexone and other drugs for alcohol, smoking, and other addictive disorders in laboratory and clinical trial studies. Dr. Hong has published a series of clinical studies of the efficacy, mechanisms, and predictors of obesity treatments, including a recent paper showing that high dose bupropion’s effects on weight loss are not dependent on drug-induced nausea. In sum, Drs. Leventhal, Strong, Ray, Pang, and Hong have collectively produced an extensive body of work that has advanced understanding and treatment of nicotine addiction, psychopathology, weight loss, and their comorbidity and are therefore poised to successfully execute the proposed research.

C.3. Design Considerations

Rationale for selecting BUP-300 as the sole active medication comparison. As the initial test of BUP-450 for cessation, the first question is whether BUP-450 outperforms the standard dose. Comparing BUP-450 to other front-line medications (e.g., varenicline, NRT) will be essential next steps in this line of research; yet, the sample size needed to be sufficiently powered to compare BUP-450 to BUP-300 and other active treatments is currently cost prohibitive and will be warranted pending demonstration of superiority of BUP-450 vs. BUP-300.

Why no combination pharmacotherapy? BUP-300 with varenicline may be more effective than BUP-300 alone. BUP-300 with (vs. without) NRT comparisons are equivocal. Testing whether in combo vs. monotherapy for BUP-450 is of interest, but would require twice the sample. One option would be to test BUP-450 vs. BUP-300 both in combination with another medication. Yet, including another treatment could washout dose effects or leave unclear whether dose differences are caused by synergism with the other treatment or stand-alone efficacy. Such a result would limit translation cases in which combo-therapy is not viable.

Type of counseling. We opted against intensive treatments, including those that address psychopathology or weight loss because they: (a) require additional counselor training, more patient burden and can be difficult to translate into clinical settings; (b) have not improved anhedonia or quit rates in anhedonic smokers (A.7); (c) may not be well accepted by smokers not wishing to focus on psychiatric issues or weight in a cessation counseling context; and (d) do not affect the efficacy of BUP-300 for cessation or weight loss. Instead, we use a brief and effective quit smoking protocol based on USDHHS practice guidelines.

Operational definition of “anhedonic” smokers. We will classify smokers as anhedonic based on response to a brief single anhedonia item on the Patient Health Questionnaire-2 (PHQ). The PHQ is among the most widely adopted mental health screening measures in primary care and is nearly identical to the SCID-5 and CIDI Anhedonia item used in psychiatric settings. Thus, classifying smokers as anhedonic and likely to benefit from BUP-450 will be highly translatable. Despite psychometric limitations of single-time measures, responses to a single-item anhedonia measure robustly differentiated cessation outcomes in our prior work. A standard multi-item anhedonia scale will be included as a secondary measure (C.6). The PHQ has lifetime and current assessment frames and can use unrestricted or stringent duration thresholds (≥2 weeks). Though requiring anhedonia to be current and be of longer duration could exclude those with less-severe anhedonia, we opted for a more sensitive measure (i.e., any lifetime anhedonia) with a 43% prevalence rate in smokers because: (1) fewer people endorse current/chronic than lifetime anhedonia, restricting generalizability to a smaller population; (2) lifetime anhedonia robustly predicts cessation outcomes; (3) utilization of the any duration threshold (vs. 2+ weeks) does not affect relapse risk, and (4) smokers with lifetime anhedonia who do not express...
anhedonia at the time of quitting may experience anhedonia post-cessation and are therefore important to capture.\textsuperscript{57}

Why no non-anhedonic comparison? We predict BUP-450 vs. BUP-300 effects are greater in anhedonic smokers (anhedonia \times treatment interaction). To test this, a comparison group of non-anhedonic smokers would be needed, which would double the N. Given this is the first RCT in anhedonic smokers and first test of BUP-450 we first establish efficacy in this high risk group and then can follow-up with larger scale multi-group trials. Instead, we examine baseline anhedonia level amongst anhedonic smokers as a moderator (Aim 2; C.7)

Why not target overweight smokers? Evidence examining pre-quit weight status as a moderator of post-cessation weight gain are equivocal, although normal and over-weight smokers both exhibit significant post-cessation weigh gain.\textsuperscript{163-172} Thus, targeting overweight smokers may be unnecessary and restrict generalizability. Instead, BMI will be balanced across conditions (C.5) and tested in moderator analyses (C.7).

Why begin with a pilot trial? Small pilot trials are sometimes conducted prior to full RCTs, which we plan to do for this trial. Experts conclude that such trials are useful for staff training, solidification of protocol procedures, and modification of logistical methods to maximize data collection efficiency and integrity (e.g., methods to uphold study blind).\textsuperscript{173} As the standard clinical and scientific practices for bupropion treatment leave no substantive methodological or clinical questions, a small pilot (N=30) will be used primarily for this purpose rather than for major developmental or formative reasons. Effect size estimated based on highly stable effects of relevant prior research with BUP-300 and BUP-450 (C.8).

What about within-condition pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic variation in drug response? Genetic variants, biomarkers, and patient factors may introduce variance in bupropion metabolism, pharmacodynamics, and clinical outcomes,\textsuperscript{174-177} which is important in a dose-response study. It is premature to include such factors a priori in the study design, given the state of the literature. Formative laboratory research with clinical proxies (e.g., craving) could ultimately inform RCTs accounting for such factors, but would slow translation. Instead, we will bank biospecimens for possible future assays (e.g., CYP2B6 genotype, nicotine metabolite ratio) pending funding and address patient characteristics (e.g., BMI, sex) in secondary moderator analyses.

Treatment and follow-up length. BUP-300 (vs. PLA) effects at 12 vs. 6 months do not differ\textsuperscript{26} and risk of relapse due to anhedonia emerges early.\textsuperscript{45,56} Thus, we selected a 6-month follow-up. Differences in outcome by length of BUP-300 are modest (7 vs. 11 wk post-quit).\textsuperscript{80} We thus chose 8-weeks post quit (+ 4-wk run-in).

C.4 Participants and Recruitment

Study site. All visits will take place at the USC Health, Emotion, & Addiction Laboratory (USC-HEAL) clinical research facility at USC Medical Center northeast of downtown Los Angeles, which is highly accessible via public transportation. USC-HEAL studies have successfully retained 1500+ daily smokers in the past 7 years. For all HEAL studies (currently there are 5), smokers are screened via a highly-efficient centralized calling center, which screens ~180 smokers per month, and places them into the appropriate study given eligibility.

Recruitment and timeline. We plan 3 months for startup, 9-months for an initial pilot, 31 months for primary trial accrual, 8 further months to complete data collection and follow-ups, and 9 months for analysis and write-up. A pilot study with be done on a subset of participants (randomize N=15 per condition) to refine procedures. The pilot will utilize the same design as the standard trial, with non-essential assessments being abbreviated for logistical purposes. Based on prior work and the efficient phone screening methods,\textsuperscript{3} we expect 16% to be ineligible at the in-person screening and 13% of consenting subjects to not complete all pre-randomization visits and be replaced. Conservatively estimating 80% eligibility and 85% randomization, 14 second-stage screens per month are needed to obtain the intent-to-treat sample of 300 randomized smokers, which had been obtained our prior 5-year trial\textsuperscript{5} using the recruitment strategies proposed here. The study will be announced via online, print, and mass media advertisements in the greater Los Angeles metropolitan area. Targeted recruitment will take place through: (1) existing research databases from USC-HEAL and Dr. Ray’s (Co-I; UCLA) Laboratory, which contain contact information for 2000+ daily smokers in the LA metro who wished to be called about future studies; (2) referrals from USC primary care clinics run by Dr. Hong (Co-I) and his colleagues; and (3) participants responding to advertisements to other USC-HEAL studies that are eligible for this trial.

Eligibility criteria. Inclusion: (1) Lifetime anhedonia on the PHQ-2; (2) smoking 10+ cig/day for 2+ years; (3) Aged 21-65 (21 is legal age to purchase tobacco in CA); (4) breath carbon monoxide (CO) \textgreater 10 ppm Exclusion: (a) past year moderate or severe DSM-IV non-tobacco substance use disorder (4+ symptoms); (b) a conservative definition of drug contraindications based on lifetime history of panic, bipolar, psychosis, bulimia nervosa, anorexia nervosa, seizure disorders, suicidal attempt (b) report of past 90-day suicidal ideation and alco-
hol withdrawal, (c) unstable cardiovascular disease (unstable angina; recent stroke/TIA < 90 days) or uncontrolled hypertension (blood pressure > 150/90), (d) severe renal/hepatic impairment based on serology evaluation (eGFR <30, AST/ALT >= 3x ULN), (e) current use of other cessation medications or counseling, (f) current use of e-cigarettes or other tobacco products >2 times/week, (g) recent use of bupropion containing products < 90 days, (h) current anti-psychotic, anxiolytic, antidepressant, or psychostimulant medication; (g) currently or plan to be pregnant (based on urine HCG) or active breastfeeding.

Sex/ethnicity. We expect our sample will parallel the diversity of Los Angeles County, as in samples collected in our prior research (3% Asian, 53% Non-Hispanic Black, 37% White, 7% other, 13% Non-Black Hispanic), and balanced on sex. Targeted recruitment will be applied to ensure adequate representation of each group.

Retention. Retention procedures involve: (1) escalating incentives for follow-ups ($25, $50, $75, $150); (2) incentives for baseline assessment and completing supplemental measures for mediator hypotheses ($25 per visit); (3) obtaining social networking user contact info, emails, phone numbers of close friends/relatives to track participants not reachable via personal cellphone; (4) keeping participant burden as low by limiting visits and measures to what is scientifically and medically necessary; and (5) permitting phone counseling when possible. Using similar procedures in previous trials we have been involved in, 81.3% of subjects completed all follow-ups and 2.3% were entirely lost to follow-up in a 12-month BUP-300 trial. In a fluoxetine trial we took part in with an extended 8-week pre-treatment run-in, only 6.5% were lost to follow-up.

C.5 Procedure

Screening. After phone screen, an in-person screening will include both written and verbal informed consent, psychiatric interview, breath CO, urine pregnancy test, blood collection for labs, baseline assessments (C.6), and medical screening involving a physical exam. At the start of the baseline visit, the project team will explain the study and obtain written consent to participate. The study physician will review the medication with participants and obtain additional verbal consent to participate after reviewing the study treatment. Those ineligible will be provided referral information for psychiatric, addiction, family planning/OB (if appropriate) and smoking cessation (California quit line) resources. For participants who report past 30-day suicidal ideation, a suicide assessment screening protocol will involve a systematic assessment for emergent events, as well as referral to emergency mental health treatment and referral to a suicide prevention crisis hotline. In cases in which participants endorse current suicidality on the SCID-NP, Dr. Leventhal (or an available commensurately trained clinician if Dr. Leventhal is unavailable) will be called and will conduct a suicide risk assessment and protocol with the participant if the participant appears at high risk and/or cannot contract for safety, emergency services will be called. To further monitor risk for suicide and/or self harm, study staff will review all questionnaire items that enquire about the presence of suicidal thoughts or ideations.

Randomization. Eligible participants will be randomized in a 1:1 ratio using urn randomization for balance on sex, level of nicotine dependence (Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence; FTND), BMI, and current anhedonia level (Snaith Hamilton Pleasure Capacity Scale; SHAPS) across conditions.

Schedule. Participants will attend a pre-treatment visit involving eligibility screen and baseline measures (1-2 visits depending on physician availability), 7 in-treatment, and 3 post-treatment follow-up visits (C.6). On some visits subjects will complete supplemental measures of mediators (C.6). Certain visits will occur via phone if preferred by participant (Table).

Medication. Formulation. Bupropion XL 150mg, and placebo tablets matching in appearance (Rejuvination Labs, San Diego, CA) will be used. Regimen. The selected regimen was based on medication guidelines and evidence that a 4-week extended run-in prior to quit day produces superior outcomes relative to the standard 1-week run-in. All dosing is once per day per XL formulation guidelines. BUP-450 involves a 17-day up-titration (1 x 150 mg tablet for 3 days followed by 2 x 150 mg tablet for 14 days), 10-day pre-quit run-in (3 x 150 mg tablets), 8-week post-quit treatment period (3 x 150 mg tablets), and 1-week down-titration (2 x 150 mg tablet). The BUP-300 regimen is identical except that pre-quit run-in and 8-week post-quit treatment period involves 1 x placebo + 2 x 150mg to match number of tables taken across conditions and differentiate dose. Clinical monitoring/safety: In addition to eligibility screen, participants will meet with the physician at: (a) treatment outset to review the medication, managing and/or reporting side effects, pregnancy contraindications, and rationale for taking the medication for 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Pre-R***</th>
<th>Pre-quit Tx</th>
<th>Post-quit Tx</th>
<th>Post-tx F/U</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 16 26</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
<td>Medical visit/labs</td>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>Core Ax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-R***</td>
<td>X**</td>
<td>X*</td>
<td>X**</td>
<td>X*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-quit Tx</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-quit Tx</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-tx F/U</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional baseline measures (see C.6). ***Body adiposity scan
weeks prior to quitting; and (b) end of treatment to review treatment, collect labs, and discuss down-titration. All participants will be given a 24-hour phone number and physician office hours will be available as needed. Vital signs, weight, and side effects, including suicidal ideation, will be monitored at each study visit. In the event that significant medical problems are encountered, the blind will be broken and appropriate medical treatment will be provided.

**Cessation counseling.** All participants will offered bibliotherapy (NCI- Clearing the Air) and receive seven 10-20 min sessions based on the USDHHS clinical practice guidelines. Trained counselors (blind to treatment), supervised by Dr. Leventhal, a licensed clinical psychologist, will provide the counseling, which focuses on enhancing social support, problem solving, coping skills, and check-ins on medication adherence. Three pre-quit visits focus on establishing the quit-date and preparation. Four post-quits focus on reinforcing abstinence (or encouraging the resumption of cessation) and continued support. There is a final check-in at the end of the medication treatment period. Some visits will be offered via phone (Table).

**C.6 Measures (see Table for the assessment schedule).**

**Screening and baseline measures.** (1) Medical history interview for bupropion contraindications; (2) Physical exam; (3) Blood and urine for liver/kidney function, drug screen, and pregnancy; (4) EKG to rule out unstable cardiovascular disease; (5) Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment for Alcohol to rule out alcohol-related seizure risk (score ≥ 10); (6) Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5 (SCID) modules for diagnostic rule outs and other Axis-I disorders for descriptive purposes (PTSD, MDD, Dysthymia, Social Anxiety, ADHD); (7) Tobacco Product Use History Questionnaire (e.g., age of onset, cig/day, use of other tobacco products, etc.); (8) FTND; (8) Ten-Item Drug Abuse Screening Test (DAST-10), with no record made regarding specific names of drugs used;and (9) Premenstrual Symptoms Impact Survey and date of last menstruation, given evidence that these factors influence quit outcomes will be used in supplemental sex-specific analyses (C.7).

**Core assessments (all in-treatment visits).** To aid counselors’ intervention, collect cessation milestone outcomes (C.7), and to monitor safety, we will administer: (a) smoking timeline follow-back to track smoking, (b) 8-item Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale, (c) Systematic Assessment for Treatment Emergent Events and open ended reports coded by Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities Version 14.0.

**Supplemental assessments: mediators.** We will use a multi-method assessment strategy to tap multiple facets of reward processing and behavior that have shown sensitivity to the main effect of nicotine abstinence and differences in abstinence effects by anhedonia level. (1) Self-report Tripartite Pleasure Inventory, which instructs participants to rate the extent of pleasure, frequency of engagement and desire for (irrespective of engagement) 12 typically-enjoyable activities during the past week,; (2) The Emotional Interference Gender Identification Task, which examines social reward processing by measuring extent to which the pictures of actors displaying happy (relative to neutral or angry) facial expressions on a computer capture one’s attention and consequently distract and slow the speed of identifying the actor’s gender by pressing a corresponding key (10 min); (3) A reward learning task which measures the extent to which respondents modulate their behavior in response to reward. Participants will be asked determine length of visual stimulus presented on the screen by pressing a key (long or short; the actual difference is difficult to judge). One response will be differentially reward at $.05 per trial relative to the other. The extent to which choices become biased towards the more rewarded choice reflects the degree of reward learning (10 min); (4) The 5-item Brief Questionnaire of Smoking Urges (QSU) Factor 1 scale of desire to smoke for pleasure; (5) The 10-item Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) positive affect scale. To examine discriminant validity of effects, we use the 5-item QSU Factor 2 measure of desire to smoke for negative affect relief, and the PANAS negative affect scale.

**Outcome assessments (Baseline, 4-wk, 8-wk, 16-wk, 26-wk).** Primary outcome: Point prevalence abstinence (PPA) self-report of no smoking or use of any other tobacco products (including e-cigarettes) in past 7-days (not even a puff) verified by salivary cotinine ≤10 ng/ml is our primary outcome. Secondary outcomes: (a) Smoking cessation milestones derived from Smoking Timeline Follow Back interview (i.e., achieving ≥24 hr abstinence, days to lapse, days from lapse to relapse; C.7), (b) The 29-item Inventory of Depressive and Anxious Symptomatology Social Anxiety, General Depression, Traumatic Intrusions subcales; (c) 18-item Adult Self-Report Scale for ADHD adapted for past-week symptom assessment; (d) SHAPS anhedonia scale, (e) objective body weight via a medical-grade scale; (d) adiposity via bioimpedance monitor (InBody520, GE Healthcare)—a non-invasive 2-min scan that analyzes body electrolytes to yield fat, muscle, and water composition estimates, which we will use to generate percent body fat outcomes. In addition to self-reports of medication adherence, detectable bupropion, >5ng/mL in urine during study visits will be used as a supplemental marker. Though participants will be told to avoid use of other quit treatments, e-cigarettes, or tobacco/nicotine...
products during the trial, these will still be assessed via self-report and participants who report transitioning to e-cigarettes will be analyzed as an exploratory intermediate outcome.

**C.7 Analytic Plan**

**Preliminary Analyses.** Distributions will be examined to determine the need for normalizing transformations. Using ANOVA or \( X^2 \) test, we will examine if groups differ at pretreatment on relevant variables (despite randomization) to inform possible inclusion in analyses.

**Primary Aim 1: Smoking Outcome.** 7-Day biochemically-verified PPA (missing coded as smoking) at 4- 8- 16- and 26-week post-quit follow-up will be evaluated using individual latent growth curve models (LGCM) for longitudinal binary outcomes including planned covariates (FTND, sex, SHAPS anhedonia score, BMI), the main effects of medication (BUP-450 vs. BUP-300), and the effect of time. Non-linear effects of time will be explored using nested likelihood ratio tests prior to evaluating hypotheses. Treatment by time interactions will be examined to characterize medication effects before and after treatment termination. To understand at what stage of the cessation process the treatments exert their effects, we will also analyze cessation milestone outcomes of attaining abstinence (yes vs. no abstinent for >24hr in the first 2 weeks post-quit), days to lapse (i.e., first puff), and days from lapse to relapse (i.e., first puff until the onset of 7 consecutive days of smoking) using logistic and cox regression. Sensitivity analyses of treatment effects will examine medication adherence and counseling visit attendance as moderator of treatment effects and we will re-analyze primary models in the subset of fully-adherent participants. Additional comparisons of side effects between the conditions will be conducted to verify tolerability of BUP-450.

**Primary Aim 2: Mediation.** Aim 2 will examine slopes from individual piece-wise LGCMs (or raw difference scores when only 2 timepoints available) to model changes in reward processing (see C.6) prior to quit day, the jump from pre to 1-week post-quit, and post-quit changes. A latent variable framework using Mplus 7.4 will allow estimates of treatments on individual growth in mediators (path ‘a’) to be modeled jointly with effects of growth in likelihood of abstinence (path ‘b’) using models that limit bias in estimates and provide accurate evaluation of mediation using bias corrected effect estimation and product of coefficients procedures. We will attempt to create a composite that amalgamates all reward processing mediators using principal component analysis (PCA), or if a strong component is not detected, test each raw variable individually. We will model time to lapse first and other smoking outcomes secondarily with and without smoking as a time-vary covariate. Additional multiple mediator models adding all 3 growth pieces simultaneously and including the discriminant constructs (negative affect, urge to smoke to alleviate negative affect) will be test the specificity of effects.

**Secondary Aims:** Aim 3 will examine medication effects on anhedonia (SHAPS) and related psychopathology (i.e., depressive, social anxiety, ADHD, PTSD symptoms) and body weight and body fat percentage trajectories using individual growth models (intercept and slope) of assessments at visits during treatment. Moderation of the differential effect of treatment (Aim 4) will be assessed with interaction terms of treatment condition and corresponding moderators (SHAPS, depressive, social anxiety, ADHD, PTSD symptoms) in successive models as described above in LGCM.

**Supplemental analyses of the biological variable of sex and other characteristics (age, ethnicity/race).** Using the strategies above, we will examine if sex, ethnicity/race, and FTND moderate treatment effects on primary and secondary outcomes. We will report sex-stratified analyses and test, amongst women, whether days since menstruation at the onset of treatment and quit day moderates outcome using several classification methods (follicular vs. luteal; early follicular vs. late follicular vs. mid luteal vs. other).

**Missing data.** Prior to testing primary hypotheses we will conduct exploratory analyses to determine if baseline characteristics (e.g. sociodemographics, smoking) predict patterns of missingness. Any marginally significant (p<.10) predictors of missingness will be included as covariates in LGCM models above and used with multiple imputation methods for evaluating obtained model estimates. Maximum likelihood estimation of multilevel models with Mplus has the advantage of using all available data. Mplus also incorporates special facilities for maximum likelihood estimation with data missing either completely at random, or data missing at random (missing data can be a function of observed covariates) with continuous, categorical, or count outcomes and facilitates analyses using multiply imputed data.

**C.8 Sample Size Considerations**

We determined power/ sample size using an empirical power analysis. Estimated PPA rates for BUP-450 (45%, 38%, 30%, 30%), BUP-300 (30%, 25%, 20%, 20%) at the 4-, 8-, 16- and 26-week assessments were based on previous literature, including Cochrane Review summaries of BUP-300 effects on quitting, known
relapse curves in anhedonic smokers, BUP-450 vs. BUP-300 vs. PLA effects on weight loss and mental health. We generated 1,000 multivariate normal random samples of correlated binary outcomes using covariance estimates from prior trial data (range 0.55-0.25) and analyzed the datasets using LGCM focusing on the proportion of significant (p<0.05) values for each pair-wise contrast (Aim 1). The percentage of datasets with significant effects for each hypothesis (i.e., >80% of ps < .05) provided a simulation-based estimate of power. Using this technique, we found that enrolling a sample size of 375 (BUP-450: N<150, BUP-300 N<150) conservatively would have power >0.83 to detect main effects when testing our primary hypothesis, allowing for 20% attrition among those enrolled. Parallel simulations were conducted using LGCM to assess power for growth trajectories in continuously scaled mediators assuming an effect of treatment dose response on reward processing (ds>0.3), and reward processing on outcome (ds>0.17) based on the prior literature. We also found support for power >0.81 with average effects of 0.31 (sd=0.11) with N=375. Additional simulations for secondary mental health and body/weight adiposity outcomes based effects in prior literature (ds>0.3) yielded adequate power (>0.80). Missing individuals will be presumed to have continued smoking. All analyses will use an intent-to-treat approach.
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